Government Domain Task Force TC

- Reports from Various Govt. Communities of Interest
  - Statistics (“STATS WG”)
  - Government Blockchain Association (“GBA”)
  - DIDO for Government Records
  - Vocabularies for Communities of Interest (“VCol WG”)
  - Open Civic Standards DSIG (More later this AM)
  - ANSI X9F Presentation
Focal Themes for 3Q 2021

• Preliminary 3Q TC Agenda already set
• Build Communities of Interest (WGs)
• Increase international participation
• Regular Community Calls (all Eastern Times):
  • VCOI WG – Mondays at 5:00 PM
  • CBDC WG – Tuesdays at 1:00 PM
  • Government DTF – Wednesdays at 2:00 PM
  • Statistics WG – Thursdays at 11:00 AM
  • ESG WG – Thursdays at Noon Eastern
  • Secure and Trust-Worthy Elections WG – TBD
3Q 2021 Government Activities

- Discussion in Open Civics Standards ("OCS DSIG") – Parties and Entities
- Boston Fed / MIT Central Bank Digital Currency working paper
- OMG CBDC WG to begin developing a "standards" response
- Address GBA interests in "Digital Identity" and "Digital Wallet"
- MIT Chief Data Officer / IQ symposium – July 21st at 3:30 PM EDT
- GBA Standards Discussion Event – August 5th at 11 AM EDT
- Jackson Hole Federal Reserve Symposium – August 27th
- Loads of ESG events, particularly around Sustainability and Zero Carbon
- GBA Week 2021 – State / Local Government – September 27th
Liaisons with Government DTF

- Government Blockchain Association
- Open Civics Standards DSIG
- NIEM Community / Statistical Canada
- ISO TC68 TAG1 (technical group re: “RegTech”)
- MIT Digital Currency Initiative / Boston Federal Reserve
- Data Coalition
- ANSI X9 RegTech / Digital Payments
Documents

Gov/2021-06-01 – Government DTF Meeting Workbook
Gov/2021-06-02 – Summary of Government DTF Meeting
Gov/2021-06-03 – Statistics WG Overview
Gov/2021-06-04 – GBA / OMG Update
Gov/2021-06-05 – DID Government DTF
Gov/2021-06-06 – Open Civic Standards
Gov/2021-06-07 – ANSI X9F Presentation